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as with the carenado b200 series fsx, the unique king air profile series gsx has earned a firm place in the aviation world with its high performance, top-notch visibility, and low-surge performance. the king air profile gsx is an advanced trainer and short-take off and landing aircraft. the carenado atc
b45gti built in italy is a jet airliner based on the generalaviation beechcraft c90 king air, developed and produced in italy. the atc b45gti uses the same powerplants and system as the garmin g1000 equipped king air, but with a garmin gfc700, garmin vorfms, and garmin gaws installed on the glass.

the carenado atc b45gti introduces several advantages in acircumstance of a new type of operator (in this case it was an italian airline "airone) with small market share on the italian market. one of the most important is the facility of flying the flight simulators during the idle period. small and
medium sized airports exist in abundance in the modern world. many of these airports lack the necessary facilities to accept a large transport aircraft, and do not provide the necessary support services, and even worse, may have trouble moving in and out of position or are difficult to get out of the
way. the carenado atc b45gti features a ground facility that is very accurate, not only in terms of the way the airport operates and responds, but also in the look and details of the entire facility. all the necessary elements that an airport should have, such as parking areas for the aircraft, hangars,

fuel and food supply, parking lots, and other facilities are included in the airfield.
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whether you are a pilot, flight instructor or sim gamer, the carenado b200
is a very capable aircraft offering a great deal of punch at an attractive

price. there are a number of different ways that the b200 can be
configured and there are differences between the b200 versions, like

b200hsr, which are not of much concern to pilots who would rather fly the
regular b200 version. the b200 is an extremely capable aircraft which
would appeal to anyone who wants an ultra high-end, modern twin-
turboprop. not only does the aeroplane feel well balanced with good

responsiveness, it is also reasonably stable as its wide cantilever wings
lend themselves to up and down motion in most manoeuvres. the

carenado b200 is well equipped with modern electronics, instruments and
systems, with the exception of the flat glass panel multifunction displays,
which are not overly user-friendly. the trim tab switch positions allow the
pilot to select a single-engine wide-body, twin-engine wide-body, or twin-
engine narrow-body configuration. fortunately, the controls are easy to

use, and the aircraft feels quite pleasant to fly. the super-trimmed, twin-
turboprop feels quite docile, however it is not a featherweight and the

brake requirements are on the higher side. the carenado b200 is a very
capable aircraft which would appeal to anyone who wants an ultra high-

end, modern twin-turboprop. not only does the aeroplane feel well
balanced with good responsiveness, it is also reasonably stable as its wide

cantilever wings lend themselves to up and down motion in most
manoeuvres. the carenado b200 is well equipped with modern electronics,

instruments and systems, with the exception of the flat glass panel
multifunction displays, which are not overly user-friendly. the trim tab

switch positions allow the pilot to select a single-engine wide-body, twin-
engine wide-body, or twin-engine narrow-body configuration. 5ec8ef588b
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